
Cold hands. Warm market!  Winter has arrived but the real
estate market continues to be warm. Despite cooler
temperatures and a global pandemic, year to date sales are
almost exactly on par with the first 10 months of 2019, with
just 63 fewer homes sold in the Edmonton Census
Metropolitan Area (CMA). That’s just 0.43% of a difference!
And as for how long it’s taking homes to sell, here’s another
surprise! Residential sales this October happened 29%
faster than last October! That’s comparing the median
number which is far more meaningful than averages, which
can be skewed due to outlier sales data. Also interesting is
the total of number of homes for sale. At October 31st 2020,
there were 6,957 residential properties for sale compared to
7,952 at October 31 2019. 

What does this mean for buyers?
While there’s still a reasonable number of homes to choose
from, you might not have as much time as you think to snap
up your favourite.

What does this mean for sellers?
The buyers are out there. While it still takes the right buyer
match, if you’re not seeing the results you’re hoping for you
might want to revisit your pricing strategy. 

What does this mean for real estate agents? 
We’re being kept busy helping our clients understand the
market they’re in and interpreting the data to make their best
decisions.  Every market is unique and needs a closer look
before setting your asking price or making an offer. Whether
it’s downtown condos, high-end infills or mature character
homes, no two markets are the same. Still, it’s encouraging
to see the strong overall trend in sales and in the speed of
those sales. 2020 continues to be full of surprises!

We’re  pleased  to  see  year-over-year  increases  in  pricing  across  all  markets,  with

single  family  home  pricing  up  5.05%,  duplexes  up  2.34%,  and  condos  up  1.67% .”

- REALTORS® Association  of  Edmonton  Chair  Jennifer  Lucas

“Call  on  your  favourite  REALTORS® to  help  you  navigate  the  market!” 

- Your  friends  at  Schmidt  Realty  Group
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2020 continues to be full of surprises…

To understand how market trends impact you, reach out to your favourite Schmidt agent!

Feel good about the choice you make.
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Questions?
Email us  anytime at

Info@SchmidtRealtyGroup.com



*Edmonton CMA (Edmonton Census Metropolitan Area)


